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What

 is Qube?

Qube is a ‘unique entrepreneurial support firm'

specializing in industry compliant Business Project

Management/Business Process Outsourcing

(BPM/BPO) and Talent Acquisition (TA) services

utilizing a rich network of employers and top-level

talent.

Our core values are integrity and confidentiality – 

 we worry about the  small details so you can focus

on  the bigger picture. You can capitalise on our 

 expertise in both BPM and talent acquisition.



Business Process Management (BPM) and Talent 

 Acquisition (TA) - these are two core functions

that any  organisation big or small, needs to nail

down if they  are to make a meaningful impact in a

market.

Having a customised, fully integrated process 

 management system can accelerate the growth of 

 your company and handle the compliance aspects

- while having a passionate, talented group of 

 professionals can ensure your company goes

where  it was meant to.

Our

specialities



Let our industry experts handle your BPM aspects, 

 we excel in a wide range of services in this niche in  

both breadth and depth. 

We are ready to serve you  with integrity,

confidentiality, diligence and, confidence.

BPM



Finance and

Accounting

Bank

reconciliations

General ledger

maintenance

Fixed asset

accounting

We cover all aspects from

Procure to Pay (P2P),

Record to report (R2R),

and Order to Cash (O2C)

Examine and rectify any

imbalances between your

accounts’ balance and

bank statements.

Keep clean records so

you can make your

management decisions

with accurate data and

precision.

Record, track, and

measure depreciation on

both tangible and

intangible assets with

accuracy and diligence.

BPM Services



BPM Services

Management

reporting

Analytics Data-entry and

verification
Make business decisions, run your

organization and monitor and track

progress with reports that convey

more than just numbers.

Gain new insights using your data

and improve strategic decision-

making with data presented in easy

to digest dashboards.

Convert outdated paper records into

digital versions with precision and

accuracy without falling behind in

the process.



We have you covered in every step of acquiring 

 quality talent at industry accepted rates. From 

 creating and publishing the collateral with your 

 branding on social media to filtering and vetting 

 the candidates up to arranging the final interview 

 with you, we want to ensure you get the best.

Also, speed up the process by selecting from our

‘fine-tooth combed’ pool of global talents already

in our ’Global Talent Pool’

Talent

Acquisition



Talent Acquisition

Design and create collateral for

your talent requirements and

circulate them through our

channels to get the best

amount exposure.

Filter and screen the pool of

prospects using industry-

accepted candidate testing,

background checks and

more.

The final decision is yours

– we schedule and

arrange the final interview

with you and the best of

the applicants.

Design and

distribution of

postings

Screening and

vetting of

applicants

Final interview -

you pick out of the

best



Why

Qube?

There are 6 characteristics about us that we feel

help us truly stand apart from the generic

outsourcing/acquisition based firm.

We are in this because it's our passion, it's an

endeavour for us which exceeds a mere

transaction. With us, you are in able hands, and the

way forward is a mutually beneficial relationship.



Integrity Confidentiality Dedication

We value honesty and integrity,

and take full responsibility for

what we do to ensure that our

clients are satisfied.

We respect the trust you place in

us. We follow industry-specific

guidelines for complying with

data protection requirements

and non-disclosure agreements.

Regardless of the scope of a

project, you can trust us to show

the same level of dedication and

commitment across the board in

everything we do.

Workflows Top talent
Customized

solutions 

We have mastered the

workflows, requirements, and

everything else that plays a part

in this sector. With us, you won’t

have to reinvent the wheel.

With industry specialists at the

helm of Qube, our focus is on

acquiring the best available

talent in what we do. 

We optimise our standard

solutions to suit the needs of our

clients so they can attain their

desired results in the best

manner possible.



QUBE is the brainchild of a mastermind who has

excelled in a multitude of disciplines from

accounting, auditing, entrepreneurship, banking

and much more.

Who

is Qube?



He is a  specialist in setting up Islamic banks

and financial  institutions.

A passionate trainer and career coach,  

An author specializing in Islamic finance and 

 entrepreneurial topics, 

A prominent speaker  who has addressed

global Islamic finance forums.

MIT-Muhammad Ikram Thowfeek is a Chartered

Accountant by profession, an Islamic banker and

ethical entrepreneur by practice. 

Muhammad  Ikram Thowfeek
Founder/CEO - MIT Global Group



The productivity team

Mafaz Mahuthoom
Chief Operating Officer (COO)

Abeeth Sarathchandra
Head of Digital



The productivity team

Majid Ikram
Manager - Corporate

Strategy

Kweku Dua Osei-Bonsu
(KD)

Manager - Corporate

Acquisitions

Mohamed Arshad

Accounting and Finance

Executive

Mohamed Manazir
Business Valuation and

Entrepreneurship



We are thrilled to hear from you – reach us via any

of the mediums given below and we will get in

touch with you.

Talk

to us!
+94 77 077 2141

hello@qubeglobal.net

qubeglobal.net


